IRIM at TRECVID 2012: Semantic Indexing and Instance Search
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Abstract

The IRIM group is a consortium of French teams working on Multimedia Indexing and Retrieval. This paper describes its participation to the TRECVID 2012 semantic indexing and instance search tasks. For the semantic indexing task, our approach uses a six-stages processing pipelines for computing scores for the likelihood of a video shot to contain a target concept. These scores are then used for producing a ranked list of images or shots that are the most likely to contain the target concept. The pipeline is composed of the following steps: descriptor extraction, descriptor optimization, classification, fusion of descriptor variants, higher-level fusion, and re-ranking. We evaluated a number of different descriptors and tried different fusion strategies. The best IRIM run has a Mean Inferred Average Precision of 0.2378, which ranked us 4th out of 16 participants.

For the instance search task, our approach uses two steps. First individual methods of participants are used to compute similarity between an example image of instance and keyframes of a video clip. Then a two-step fusion method is used to combine these individual results and obtain a score for the likelihood of an instance to appear in a video clip. These scores are used to obtain a ranked list of clips the most likely to contain the queried instance. The best IRIM run has a MAP of 0.1192, which ranked us 29th on 79 fully automatic runs.

1 Semantic Indexing

1.1 Introduction

The TRECVID 2012 semantic indexing task is described in the TRECVID 2012 overview paper [1, 2]. Automatic assignment of semantic tags representing high-level features or concepts to video segments can
be fundamental technology for filtering, categorization, browsing, search, and other video exploitation. New technical issues to be addressed include methods needed/possible as collection size and diversity increase, when the number of features increases, and when features are related by an ontology. The task is defined as follows: “Given the test collection, master shot reference, and concept/feature definitions, return for each feature a list of at most 2000 shot IDs from the test collection ranked according to the possibility of detecting the feature.” 346 concepts have been selected for the TRECVID 2012 semantic indexing task. Annotations on the development part of the collections were provided in the context of a collaborative annotation effort [16].

Fifteen French groups (CEA-LIST, CNAM, ETIS, EURECOM, GIPSA, INRIA, LABRI, LIF, LIG, LIMSI, LIRIS, LISTIC, LSIS, Mines Télécom and Télécom ParisTech) collaborated to participate to the TRECVID 2012 semantic indexing task. The IRIM approach uses a six-stages processing pipeline that compute scores reflecting the likelihood of a video shot to contain a target concept. These scores are then used for producing a ranked list of images or shots that are the most likely to contain the target concept. The pipeline is composed of the following steps:

1. Descriptor extraction. A variety of audio, image and motion descriptors have been produced by the participants (section 1.2).

2. Descriptor optimization. A post-processing of the descriptors allows to simultaneously improve their performance and to reduce their size (section 1.3).

3. Classification. Two types of classifiers are used as well as their fusion (section 1.4).

4. Fusion of descriptor variants. We fuse here variations of the same descriptor, e.g. bag of word histograms with different sizes or associated to different image decompositions (section 1.6).

5. Higher-level fusion. We fuse here descriptors of different types, e.g. color, texture, interest points, motion (section 1.7).

6. Re-ranking. We post-process here the scores using the fact that videos statistically have an homogeneous content, at least locally (section 1.8).

This approach is quite similar to the one used by the IRIM group last year [15]. The main novelties are the inclusion of new descriptors, by some improvements in the pre-processings step and improvements in the automatic fusion methods.

1.2 Descriptors

Thirteen IRIM participants (CEA-LIST, ETIS/LIP6, EURECOM, GIPSA, INRIA, LABRI, LIF, LIG, LIMSI, LIRIS, LISTIC, LSIS, Mines Télécom and Télécom ParisTech) provided a total of 128 descriptors, including variants of a same descriptors. These descriptors do not cover all types and variants but they include a significant number of different approaches including state of the art ones and more exploratory ones. The relative performance of these descriptors has been separately evaluated using a combination of LIG classifiers (see section 1.5). Here is a description of these descriptors (some of the descriptors used in 2011 are described in more details in the TREC Vid IRIM 2011 paper [15]):


CEALIST/bov: bag of visterm [31].

ETIS/global,<feature>],[type]>x<size>:
(concatenated) histogram features [4], where:

<feature> is chosen among lab and qw:
lab: CIE L*a*b* colors
qw: quaternionic wavelets (3 scales, 3 orientations)
<type> can be:
m1x1: histogram computed on the whole image
m1x3: histogram for 3 vertical parts
m2x2: histogram on 4 image parts
<size> is the dictionary size, sometimes different from the final feature vector dimension.

For instance, with <type>=m1x3 and <size>=32, the final feature vector has 3 x 32 = 96 dimensions.

ETIS/vlat,<desc type>,dict,<dict size>,<size>:
compact Vectors of Locally Aggregated Tensors (VLAT [6]). <desc type> = low-level descriptors, for instance hog688 = dense histograms of gradient every 6 pixels, 88 pixels cells. <dict size> = size of the low-level descriptors dictionary. <size> = size of feature for one frame. Note: these features can be truncated. These features must be normalized to be efficient (e.g. L2 unit length).

EUR/sm462: The Saliency Moments (SM) feature [5] is a holistic descriptor that embeds some locally-parsed information, namely the shape of
the salient region, in a holistic representation of the scene, structurally similar to [7]. More details in [15].

**INRIA/dense_sift_<k>:** Bag of SIFT computed by INRIA with k-bin histograms \( \rightarrow k \) dimensions with \( k = 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 \) and 8192.

**LABRI/faceTracks:** OpenCV+median temporal filtering, assembled in tracks, projected on keyframe with temporal and spatial weighting and quantized on image divided in \( 16 \times 16 \) blocks \( \sim 256 \) dimensions.

**LIF/percepts_<x>_<y>._1_15:** 15 mid-level concepts detection scores computed on \( x \times y \) grid blocks in each key frames with \( (x,y) = (20,13), (16,6), (5,3), (2,2) \) and \( (1,1) \), \( \rightarrow 15 \times x \times y \) dimensions.

**LIG/oppsift_<method>._[unc]_1000:** bag of word, opponent sift, generated using Koen Van de Sande’s software\(^8\) \( \rightarrow 1000 \) dimensions (384 dimensions per detected point before clustering; clustering on 535117 points coming from 1000 randomly chosen images). \(<\text{method}>\) method is related to the way by which SIFT points are selected: \text{har} corresponds to a filtering via a Harris-Laplace detector and \text{dense} corresponds to a dense sampling; the versions with \text{unc} correspond to the same with fuzziness introduced in the histogram computation.

**LIG/stip_<method>._<k>:** bag of word, STIP local descriptor, generated using Ivan Laptev’s software \([9]\). \(<\text{method}>\) may be either histograms of oriented (spatial) gradient \( (\text{hog}) \) or histograms of optical flow \( (\text{hof}) \), \( \rightarrow k \) dimensions with \( k = 256 \) or 1000.

**LIG/concepts:** detection scores on the 346 TRECVID 2011 SIN concepts using the best available fusion with the other descriptors, \( \sim 346 \) dimensions.

**LIRIS/OCLBP_DS_4096:** Dense sampling OCLBP \([33]\) bag-of-words descriptor with 4096 k-means clusters. We extract orthogonal combination of local binary pattern (OCLBP) to reduce original LBP histogram size and at the same time preserve information on all neighboring pixels. Instead of encoding local patterns on 8 neighbors, we perform encoding on two sets of 4 orthogonal neighbors, resulting two independent codes. Concatenating and accumulating two codes leads to a final 32 dimensional LBP histogram, compared with original 256 dimensions. The 4096 bag-of-words descriptors are finally generated by the pre-trained dictionary.

**LIRIS/MFCC_4096:** MFCC bag-of-words descriptor with 4096 k-means clusters. To reserves video’s sequential information, we keep 2 seconds audio wave around the key frame, 1 second before and after. 39 dimensional MFCC descriptors with delta and delta delta are extracted with 20ms window length and 10ms window shift. The 4096 bag-of-words descriptors are finally generated by the pre-trained dictionary.

**LISTIC/SIFT_*:** Bio-inspired retinal preprocessing strategies (retinal model from [10]) applied before extracting Bag of Words of Opponent SIFT features. Features extracted on a 6 pixel sampling dense grid. K-means clusters 1024 or 2048 visual words. \( L2 \) distance is used for matching. The proposed descriptors are similar to those from [11]. We highlight the following: \( SIFT_{L2\_retina\_k} \): at keyframe level only, OppSIFT features are extracted on the enhanced details channel of the retina. \( SIFT_{L2\_MultiChannels\_retina\_Masking\_k} \): an interval of 30 frames centered around the keyframe is considered. The retinal transient/motion output channel is used to select blob-shaped areas containing potential areas of interest and motion in each frame. OppSIFT features are extracted within these Blobs, from all of the 30 frames, from the retinal detail channel. \( SIFT_{L2\_MultiChannels\_retina\_Masking\_k} \): similar to the previous descriptor. Additionally, for each feature, its descriptor is concatenated with a SIFT descriptor extracted from the retina transient channel frame, at the same location allowing motion data to be considered.

**LSIS/mlhmslpb_spyr_<k>:** three kinds of parameters based on a Multi-Level Histogram of Multi-Scale features including spatial pyramid technique (MLHMS) \([12]\). More details in [15].

**MTPT/superpixel_color_sift_k1064:** this visual feature is extracted based on superpixel segmentation \([32]\); it is an histogram combination of color and texture over superpixels of a given image; these histograms are computed basically using trained codebooks as bag-of-words.

### 1.3 Descriptor optimization

The descriptor optimization consists of two steps: power transformation and principal component analysis (PCA) reduction \([16]\).

**Power transformation**: The goal of the power transformation is to normalize the distributions of the values, especially in the case of histogram components. It simply consists in applying an \( x \leftarrow x^\alpha \) \( (x \leftarrow -(-x)^\alpha \) if \( x < 0 \) transformation on all components individually. The optimal value of \( \alpha \) can
be optimized by cross-validation and is often close to 0.5 for histogram-based descriptors.

**Principal component analysis:** The goal of PCA reduction is both to reduce the size (number of dimensions) of the descriptors and to improve performance by removing noisy components.

The optimization of the value of the $\alpha$ coefficient and of the number of components kept in the PCA reduction is optimized by two-fold cross-validation within the development set. In practice, it is done with the LIG_KNNB classifier only (see section 1.4), since it is much faster when a large number of concepts (346 here) has to be considered and since it involves a large number of combinations to be evaluated. Trials with a restricted number of varied descriptors indicated that the optimal values for the kNN based classifier are close to the ones for the multi-SVM based one. Moreover, the overall performance is not very sensitive to the precise values for these hyper-parameters.

### 1.4 Classification

The LIG participant ran two types of classifiers on the contributed descriptors as well as their combination. CEA LIST also ran a classifier on its descriptors.

**LIG_KNNB:** The first classifier is kNN-based. It is directly designed for simultaneously classifying multiple concepts with a single nearest neighbor search. A score is computed for each concept and each test sample as a linear combinations of 1's for positive training samples and of 0's for negative training samples with weights chosen as a decreasing function of the distance between the test sample and the reference sample. As the nearest neighbor search is done only once for all concepts, this classifier is quite fast for the classification of a large number of concepts. It usually gives lower classification rates than the SVM-based one but is much faster.

**LIG_MSVM:** The second one is based on a multiple learner approach with SVMs. The multiple learner approach is well suited for the imbalanced data set problem [13], which is the typical case in the TRECVID SIN task in which the ratio between the numbers of negative and positive training sample is generally higher than 100:1.

**CEALIST_LSVM:** The third one is a linear SVM classifier and was applied by CEALIST to its own high-dimensional descriptors.

**LIG_ALLC:** Fusion between all available classifiers. The fusion is simply done by averaging the classification scores produced by the two classifiers.

Their output is naturally (or by construction) normalized in the $[0:1]$ range. kNN computation is done using the KNNLSB package [14]. Even though the LIG_MSVM classifier is often significantly better than the LIG_KNNB one, the fusion is most often even better, probably because they are very different in term of information type capture.

### 1.5 Evaluation of classifier-descriptors combinations

We evaluated a number of image descriptors for the indexing of the 346 TRECVID 2011 concepts. This has been done with two-fold cross-validation within the development set. We used the annotations provided by the TRECVID 2012 collaborative annotation organized by LIG and LIF [18]. The performance is measured by the inferred Mean Average Precision (MAP) computed on the 346 concepts. Results are presented for the two classifiers used, as well as for their fusion. Results are presented only for the best combinations of the descriptor optimization hyper-parameters.

Table 1 shows the two-fold cross-validation performance (trec_eval MAP) within the development set and the performance (sample_eval MAP) on the test set for most the descriptors (some variants are skipped) with the LIG_ALLC classifier combination; dim is the original number of dimensions of the descriptor vector, exp is the optimal value of the $\alpha$ coefficient, Pdim is the number of dimensions of the descriptor vector kept after PCA reduction.

At the time of the writing, not all descriptor $\times$ classifier combinations were computed. For some descriptors, only the scores from the KNN classifier was available and are displayed in the table (KNN only) and/or some are not available on the test set. Some more were not available at the time of run submissions and not all of them were included in the fusion or some less performing versions were used.

### 1.6 Performance improvement by fusion of descriptor variants and classifier variants

As in previous years, we started by fusing classification scores from different variants of a same descriptor and from different classifiers of a same variant of a same descriptor. This is done as first levels of hierarchical late fusion, the last ones being done using dedicated methods as described in section 1.7. Three levels are considered when applicable: fusions of different classifiers of a same variant of a same descriptor, fusion of different variants of a same descriptor according to a dictionary size, and fusion of different variants of a
Table 1: Performance of the classifier and descriptor combinations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>dim</th>
<th>exp</th>
<th>Pdim</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>MAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEALIST/tlep</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.1118</td>
<td>0.1064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEALIST/bov_d siftSC_8192</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.1477</td>
<td>0.1774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEALIST/2012_motion1000_tshot</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.0540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIS/global_labm1x1x512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0.1070</td>
<td>0.0991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIS/global_labm1x3x512</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.1196</td>
<td>0.1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIS/global_labm2x2x512</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>0.1174</td>
<td>0.1166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIS/global_qwm1x1x512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0.0959</td>
<td>0.0892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIS/global_qwm1x3x512</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.1114</td>
<td>0.1133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIS/global_qwm2x2x512</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>0.1079</td>
<td>0.1036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIS/vlat_hog6s8_dict16</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.1312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIS/vlat_hog6s8_dict64</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.1343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETIS/vlat_hog3s4-6-8-10_dict64</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.1530</td>
<td>0.1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR/sm462</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.1148</td>
<td>0.1183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/dense_sift_k128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.1002</td>
<td>0.1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/dense_sift_k256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.1076</td>
<td>0.1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/dense_sift_k512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>0.1174</td>
<td>0.1361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/dense_sift_k1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.1241</td>
<td>0.1493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/dense_sift_k2048</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>0.1307</td>
<td>0.1623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/dense_sift_k4096</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.1354</td>
<td>0.1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/dense_sift_k8192</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.1243</td>
<td>0.1801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/vlad_10240</td>
<td>10240</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>0.1589</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/vlad_20480</td>
<td>20480</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>0.1623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA/vlad_32768</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>0.1484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABRI/faceTracks16x16_B</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
<td>0.0191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABRI/faceTracks16x16</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF/percepts_1_1_1_1 (KNN only)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0729</td>
<td>0.0432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF/percepts_2_2_1_1 (KNN only)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0873</td>
<td>0.0680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF/percepts_5_3_1_1 (KNN only)</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.0968</td>
<td>0.0881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF/percepts_10_6_1_1 (KNN only)</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.1002</td>
<td>0.0902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF/percepts_20_13_1_1 (KNN only)</td>
<td>3900</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.1017</td>
<td>0.0907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/oppsift_har_1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.1131</td>
<td>0.1274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/oppsift_dense_1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.1260</td>
<td>0.1410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/oppsift_har_unc_1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.1247</td>
<td>0.1490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/oppsift_dense_unc_1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.1303</td>
<td>0.1465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/stip_hof_256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.0555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/stip_hog_256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.0783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/stip_hof_1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.0617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/stip_hog_1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.0819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/faces (KNN only)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG/concepts (KNN only)</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>1.800</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0.1361</td>
<td>0.1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIRIS/MFCC_4096 (KNN only)</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.0440</td>
<td>0.0216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIRIS/OCLBP_DS_4096 (KNN only)</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.0368</td>
<td>0.0289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTIC/SIFT_L2_1024 (KNN only)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.0757</td>
<td>0.0557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTIC/SIFT_L2_2048 (KNN only)</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>0.0756</td>
<td>0.0595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTIC/SIFT_L2_BOR_2048bows_2048 (KNN only)</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>0.0473</td>
<td>0.0283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTIC/SIFT_L2_MultiChannels_retinaMasking_1024 (KNN only)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.0753</td>
<td>0.0457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTIC/SIFT_L2_retina_1024 (KNN only)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.0809</td>
<td>0.0583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTIC/SIFT_L2_retinaMasking_1024 (KNN only)</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.0712</td>
<td>0.0454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSIS/mlhsbpm_spvr_10240</td>
<td>10240</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>0.1380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSIS/mlhsbpm_spvr_26624</td>
<td>26624</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>0.1322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTPT/superpixel_color_sift_k1064</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.1271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
same descriptor according to a pyramidal decomposition. While the last levels of fusion attempt to improve the overall performance by fusing information of different types (e.g., color, texture, percepts or SIFT), the first fusion levels attempt to improve the robustness of the classification from a given type. More details on this approach can be found in the previous TRECVid IRIM papers [19, 15].

1.7 Final fusion

Two IRIM participants (LISTIC and LIMSI) worked on the automatic fusion of the classification results. The fusion started with the original classification scores and/or with the results of previous fusions of descriptor variants and/or classifier variants as described in the previous section. A comparison of the LISTIC and LIMSI automatic fusion methods, along with another fusion method tried in the context of the Quaero group using some of the same classification results, and an arithmetic mean and the best attribute per concept, is given in [30].

1.7.1 LISTIC fusion

We will call an “attribute” the set of scores obtained by applying any of the KNNB, MSVM or ALLC classifiers on a descriptor. The inputs for this fusion approach are the KNNB, MSVM and ALLC scores obtained from various descriptors. We normally use the ALLC scores, but if they are not available for a particular descriptor, the KNNB and/or MSVM scores for that descriptor are used instead.

As explained in [30], this fusion approach treats each semantic concept independently. It automatically filters out irrelevant attributes for that concept, then it automatically groups highly-correlated attributes in an iterative manner. The method does not take into account the type of descriptor or the type of classifier for generating groupings, instead it groups based on the correlation of output scores. Being an automatic fusion method, it can easily be extended to large sets of available attributes, without having to manually specify groupings. The method consists in the following steps:

1. determine the individual relevance of each attribute for the target concept. The relevance is taken as the average precision $\alpha$ for that concept on the training dataset, normalized by the proportion of true positives in the training dataset.

2. retain only attributes with a relevance higher than 1 (better than random classification). Additionally, the attributes must have at least 1/8th of the relevance of the best one, so as not to “pollute” the good attributes with bad ones.

3. Some of the retained attributes are highly correlated, so we look for the pair with the maximum correlation and fuse it into a single attribute through arithmetic mean. We keep track of how many original attributes have already been fused into each of the members of the pair, in order to balance the members of the pair correctly. After replacing the pair with the new attribute, we update the correlation between the resulting attribute and the remaining ones.

4. The previous step is repeated many times, until a sufficiently correlated pair can no longer be found. This has a dimensionality-reduction effect and also helps to reduce the classification “noise”.

The correlation measure used is the correlation coefficient of the raw (unnormalized) classification scores. We consider a pair of attributes as correlated if (a) the correlation coefficient for all video shots is at least 0.75, to ensure that the two attributes give similar information on a global scale, and (b), the correlation between the scores for just the positive shots must be at least 0.65, to ensure that the positives tend to be classified in the same way. We add the second constraint because in TRECVID, most of the target concepts have very few positives, and otherwise, the classification scores on the negatives would dominate the correlation. Now, the resulting attributes are again filtered based on their average precision on the training set, using the same criteria as before. Afterwards, the individual relevances of each remaining attribute are used as weights for a weighted arithmetic mean, thus obtaining the final classification score. In the end, because all the previous steps consisted of selections and averaging, without any normalization operations, this approach is in fact a weighted arithmetic mean, with a more elaborate way of choosing the weights.

This method has given the TRECVid Semantic Indexing Full Task runs F.A_IRIM1.1 (which also uses a temporal re-ranking of video shots) and F.A_IRIM3.3 (without temporal re-ranking).

1.7.2 LIMSI community-driven hierarchical fusion

Let $K$ be the number of available classifiers and $N$ the number of video shots. Each classifier $k \in \{1 \ldots K\}$ provides scores $x_k = [x_{k1}, \ldots, x_{kN}]$ indicating the likelihood for each shot $n \in \{1 \ldots N\}$ to contain the requested concept. The objective is to find a combination function $f$ so that the resulting classifier $x = f(x_1, \ldots, x_K)$ is better than any of its components, and as good as possible.

Graph of classifiers Let us denote $p_{ij}$ the Spearman rank correlation coefficient of two classifiers $i$ and $j$. We
then define the agreement $A_{ij}$ between two classifiers $i$ and $j$ as $A_{ij} = \max (0, \rho_{ij})$.

A complete undirected graph $G$ is constructed with one node per classifier. Each pair of classifiers $(i, j)$ is connected by an undirected edge, whose weight is directly proportional to $A_{ij}$. Based on this graph $G$, classifiers can be automatically grouped into communities using the so-called Louvain approach proposed by Blondel et al. [21].

![Figure 1: Community-driven hierarchical fusion](image)

**F_A_IRIM4: Hierarchical fusion** It can be divided into three consecutive steps:

**Step 1: community detection.** Classifiers are automatically grouped into $C$ communities using the Louvain method described above;

**Step 2: intra-community fusion.** Classifiers from each community are combined by simple sum of normalized scores, in order to obtain one new classifier per community (classifiers A to E in Figure 1): $\mathbf{x}_c = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \delta_c(k) \mathbf{x}_k$ with $\delta_c(k) = 1$ if classifier $k$ is part of community $c$ (and 0 otherwise);

**Step 3: inter-community fusion.** Those new classifiers are then combined using weighted sum fusion of normalized scores: $\mathbf{x} = \sum_{c=1}^{C} \alpha_c \mathbf{x}_c$. To this end, the performance $\alpha_c$ (average precision) of each of these new community classifiers needs to be estimated using a development set.

**F_A_IRIM2: re-ranked version of F_A_IRIM4** using the method described in section 1.8.

### 1.9 Evaluation of the submitted runs
IRIM officially submitted the four F_A_IRIM1.1 to F_A_IRIM4.4 runs that are described in section 1.7. Table 2 presents the result obtained by the four runs submitted as well as the best and media runs for comparison. The best IRIM run corresponds to a rank of 4 within the 16 participants to the TRECVID 2012 full SIN task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System/run</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best run</td>
<td>0.3210</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_A_IRIM1.1</td>
<td>0.2379</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_A_IRIM3.3</td>
<td>0.2278</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_A_IRIM2.2</td>
<td>0.2248</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_A_IRIM4.4</td>
<td>0.2153</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median run</td>
<td>0.1944</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: InfMAP result and rank on the test set for all the 46 TRECVID 2012 evaluated concepts (full task).

#### 2 Instance Search
Given visual examples of entities of limited number of types: person, character, object or location, Instance Search (INS) task [2] consists in finding segments of videos in the data set which contain instances of these entities. Each instance is represented by a few example images. Hence if we can consider the set of video clips as a visual database, the problem consists in retrieval of each instance in this database.

#### 2.1 Global approach
To represent the clips we extract several keyframes of each individual video clip. For a given instance, we use each example image, from the available set, as a query image. We compute a similarity between this query
example image and the keyframes of all video clips. We then produce a intermediary result where we have the similarity $S_{i,k,c}$ between each example image ($e$) of each instance ($i$) and each keyframe ($k$) of each video clip ($c$). We then have to fuse these intermediary results to obtain a final result that is similarity $S_{i,c}$ between each instance ($i$) and each clip ($c$). Within the IRIM consortium, several methods of four members (CEA, CNAM, LaBRI, LISTIC) were tested and their results fused.

2.2 Members methods

**CEA_Markrs** The Markrs methods follows the well-known framework of keypoint matching described in [34, 35]. Here, the SURF scheme [24] was used for keypoints detection and descriptors computations. Then SURF description is quantized into integer values in $[0, 255]$, leading to a compact description for each keypoint in less than 80 bytes.

Two filtering steps are added to reduce bad keypoints matches. First, matches must pass the test of relative nearest-neighbors proposed by D. Lowe in [34]. The second step selects within the previous results those that provides a similar geometrical configuration of keypoints in the query-candidate couple of images. We consider only simple similarities, and not complete homographies, that are faster to compute. The final result list is composed of images having more than $p$ keypoints fitting the geometrical model ($p \geq 5$).

**CEA_Snow** The Snow method is based on a well-known color histogram for global image description. The color histogram counts the occurrences of 162 shades in the HSV color space. The similarity between two images is measured as the inverse of a $dLog$ distance between two histograms, defined as: [36]:

$$dLog(q,d) = \sum_{i=0}^{i<M} |f(q[i]) - f(d[i])|$$

$$f(x) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } x = 0 < \alpha \\
1, & \text{if } 0 < x \leq 1 \\
[\log_2 x] + 1, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

(1)

(2)

Where $q$ and $d$ are two histograms with $M$ bins and $[\cdot]$ is the ceiling function (\).

These methods were also used in individual CEA LIST submission[17].

**CNAM** This method uses inverted lists for pairs of visual words. The frames of the videos in the database are described with local features, then visual words are obtained using a vocabulary tree and an inverted list is created for every pair of visual words co-occurring in at least one frame. The inverted lists include geometric information relating the scales of the two features. Every query is described in the same way and retrieval is performed by accessing the selected inverted lists. This solution was inspired by the method put forward in [37] that used triplets of Harris features (and associated geometric information) for fast content-based video copy detection. Since the TRECVID INS data shows scale and viewpoint variations, we employed instead SURF features. Individual SURF features include data regarding scale and orientation, which allows to use pairs of features rather than triplets, with an expected positive impact on recall, while keeping geometric information to improve precision. Retrieved frames are ranked according to a similarity measure that takes into account the number of pairs from the query that are present in the frame, the similarity of corresponding individual SURF features (based on the path in the vocabulary tree), the ratios keypoints scale to distance between keypoints, and the relative orientations of the keypoints. The use of pairs of keypoints together with simple geometric information supports other possibilities that were not fully explored in the current implementation. Retrieval is indeed very fast: even when the database is composed of all the frames (and not only of the keyframes), less than 15 minutes are required for obtaining all the results to a query.

**LaBRI** We used the baseline Bag-Of-Visual-Words (BOVW) model based on interest point descriptor[23]. It is used both for object and for frame signature construction. The descriptor used is SURF[24]. The unsupervised clustering K-means++ with a large number of clusters (16K), with the L2 distance, was used for dictionary computation. The complement of histogram intersection was used to compare signatures. These methods will be referenced as *LaBRI_Bow_Obj* and *LaBRI_Bow_Frm*.

For frame-based queries, we also used BOVW with affine deformation of object mask, described in [38]. This method uses a correlation kernel, deforming object mask according to Pan/Tilt/Zoom affine model. The correlation was done by full search in the affine parameter space. Pan and Tilt parameters were chosen in such a way that query instance mask overlaps the DB frame at least two third of its area. The Zoom factor were chosen from the set 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2. This method is obviously more computationally demanding than the traditional BOVW. Indeed, signatures can not be computed in a processing step for all the images of the DB, but have to be computed in image area overlapped by image mask. This method will be referenced as *LaBRI_Bow_Obj_Aff*.
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The submitted runs were:

\[
\text{Run1} = \text{CombMAX}[R]( \\
\beta_1(0) * \text{CombSUM}[S](\text{CEA_markrs}), \\
\beta_1(1) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Obj}), \\
\beta_1(2) * \text{CombMAX}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Obj_Aff}), \\
\beta_1(3) * \text{CombMAX}[S]((\text{LISTIC_SIFT}L_2_1024), \\
\beta_1(4) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Frm}), \\
\beta_1(5) * \text{CombMAX}[R](\text{CEA_snow}), \\
\beta_1(6) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bor_Frm}), \\
\beta_1(7) * \text{CombANZ}[S]((\text{LISTIC_SIFT}L_2\_retina_1024), \\
\beta_1(8) * \text{CombMAX}[S](\text{CNAM}))
\]

\[
\text{Run2} = \text{CombSUM}[R]( \\
\beta_3(0) * \text{CombSUM}[S](\text{CEA_markrs}), \\
\beta_3(1) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Obj}), \\
\beta_3(2) * \text{CombMAX}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Obj_Aff}), \\
\beta_3(3) * \text{CombMAX}[S]((\text{LISTIC_SIFT}L_2_1024), \\
\beta_3(4) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Frm}), \\
\beta_3(5) * \text{CombMAX}[R](\text{CEA_snow}), \\
\beta_3(6) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bor_Frm}), \\
\beta_3(7) * \text{CombANZ}[S]((\text{LISTIC_SIFT}L_2\_retina_1024), \\
\beta_3(8) * \text{CombMAX}[S](\text{CNAM}))
\]

\[
\text{Run3} = \text{CombMAX}[R]( \\
\beta_2(0) * \text{CombSUM}[S](\text{CEA_markrs}), \\
\beta_2(1) * \text{CombMAX}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Obj_Aff}), \\
\beta_2(2) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Frm}), \\
\beta_2(3) * \text{CombMAX}[R](\text{CEA_snow}))
\]

\[
\text{Run4} = \text{CombMAX}[R]( \\
\beta_2(0) * \text{CombSUM}[S](\text{CEA_markrs}), \\
\beta_2(1) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Obj}), \\
\beta_2(2) * \text{CombMAX}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Obj_Aff}), \\
\beta_2(3) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bow_Frm}), \\
\beta_2(4) * \text{CombMAX}[R](\text{CEA_snow}), \\
\beta_2(5) * \text{CombANZ}[S](\text{LaBRI_Bor_Frm}))
\]

Table 5: MAP and rank of 4 IRIM runs and CeaList_2 runs on test set 2012, among 79 fully automatic submitted runs.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>Rank/79</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IRIM_2</td>
<td>0.1192</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIM_4</td>
<td>0.1173</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIM_1</td>
<td>0.1171</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIM_3</td>
<td>0.1162</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeaList_2</td>
<td>0.1135</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results are very much close. Nevertheless, we can (8) see that an appropriate fusion odes bring an improvement (run IRIM_2 vs CeaList_2). In the future while improving individual methods, we plan also to explore different fusion operators, such as described in [40].

3 Data sharing

We propose to reuse and extend the organization that has been developed over four years within the members of the IRIM project of the French ISIS national Research Group (see [15] and section 1 of this paper). It is based on a limited number of simple data formats and on a (quite) simple directory organization. It also comes with a few scripts and procedures as well as with some sections for reporting intermediate results. The supporting structure is composed of a wiki (http://mrim.imag.fr/trecvid/wiki) and a data repository (http://mrim.imag.fr/trecvid/sin12). The wiki can be accessed using the TRECvid 2012 active participant username and password and the data repository can be accessed using the TRECvid 2012 IACC collection username and password.

A general rule about the sharing of elements is that:

- any group can share any element he think could be useful to others with possibly an associated citation of a paper describing how it was produced;
- any group can use any element shared by any other group provided that this other group is properly cited in any paper presenting results obtained using the considered element, exactly as this was the case in the previous years for the shared elements like shot segmentation, ASR transcript or collaborative annotation. Groups sharing elements get “rewarded” via citations when their elements are used.

Shared elements can be for instance: shot or key frame descriptors, classification results, fusion results. For initiating the process, most IRIM participants agreed

2.4 Discussion

MAP and rank of our runs are presented in table 5. The two-step combination method applied to Markrs
to share their descriptors. Most classification and fusion results obtained are also shared. These should also be available on the 2013 TRECVID SIN collection. Descriptors, classification scores or fusion results from other TRECVis participants are most welcome. See the wiki for how to proceed.
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